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Introduction. Let D be a domain in the complex plane, bounded
by a finite number of curves. For a point z0 in D, there exist two slit
functions P(z) (]--0, 1) on D such that (i) P(z)--(Z--Zo) are regular
and vanish at z0, (ii) Po(z)(P(z)) maps D conormally to a domain
whose boundary consists of horizontal (vertical) slits. Setting
becomes
--(Po/P1)/2 and _--(Po-PI)/2, Schiffer [9] ound that
schlicht and the following remarkable identities hold;
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where A is the interior o the complement A of the image (D) and
the integral in (**) is the Cauchy’s principal value. Recently, Burbea
showed an application of relation (,) ([2]) and gave another proo of
(,) ([3]). He states there without proof that (.) remains valid or
general plane domain by using its exhaustion. However, for this
proo some detailed studies must be necessary, as the set A varies
(**)

_

with the exhaustion.
The main purpose o this note is to give a new direct proo of (.)
and (**) for the (generalized) slit functions on an arbitrary planar
Riemann surface. Our approach is essentially different from the
known one, actually the proo is based on the Hilbert transform and
defined by those slit functions.
the extremal properties of q and
1. Preliminaries. For an arbitrary Riemann surace R, let
Fa--Fa(R) be the Hilbert space o square integrable analytic differ-

entials

on R with norm

Ill

oA*

andFo={oeF]w is

R

[ =0 for every closed curve " dividing R}.

Let q be
a point of R and be a fixed local parameter at q with (q)=0. For
0, where
w e F we denote by o(’)(q) the n-th derivative () at
=()d. Now it is known (cf. [4], [5], also [8], [10]) that for every
integer n >_ 1 there exist uniquely the semiexact canonical (mero-

semiexact, i.e.

=
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morphic)
about q,

differentials

-
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on R with a pole at q such that (i)

and

-d(-+a+ .), -id(-+b+ .) (i---/-1)
Re
are single-valued on R--U, V being a
and
(ii) u--Re
neighborhood of q, and they have the ollowing property;
(1)

.I

(2)

_

(Re q, t?)._

u*t,0

(Re~q’0)-v

=--

o

*

is valid or every (complex) harmonic differential 0 on R--U with
finite norm such that the conjugate differential *0 of t is semiexact,
where the line integral is taken in the positive sense with respect to
U. Obviously (2) is then valid for every 0 e F(R).
We write p=-iS and _=(p--+)/2, --(p-t-+)/2. Then
has a pole at q of order n+l and belongs to F(R--U), while,
e Fo(R) and

s.

at q(),
d(s, + +... )
where s =(b-a)/2 with a and b in (1). By using (2) one can easily
prove that (o, cn_)=2uoo(-l)(q)/(n--1)! or any o e Fo(R), rom which
we have
Proposition 1. 1) I[n_[[= 2uns, and hence Sn is real and nonnegative. 2) (extremal property) If a is any differential of F, such
that a(-)(q)-(_)(-)(q) (=n! 8n) then ]1 I_ la]l, where the equality
holds if and only if cn__a.
If R is planar (i.e. o genus zero), semiexactness implies exactness
and we have the ollowing extremal property or
be the
Proposition 2. Let q, and n be fixed as above. Let
set of meromorphic functions f on a planar Riemann surface R with
a pole at q such that f()=-n+Co+C+.., at q(5) and
U being a neighborhood of q. Then
) maximizes the

.

-

+=[+(e

f df for f e and the maximum is ns, which is
attained if and only if f is identical with q+ except a constant, where
the integral over OR means the increasing limit of (2i)
f df as

integral (2i)

(regular region)
We give a brief proof.

-

Let U be -neighborhood of q, then
) with R= R--. Hence
27n(e-n--8)-O(
(n+, )R__(+, )R--]l.ll has the same value. While, for any fe, Ildf]=iJ R fdf
/2ne +O(e). Taking f=, we have thus two expressions or
[][], rom which we have (2i)-1" +d+--ns. Put h=f
J
--(eF). Since (,),-0 as e-0 or any eF, we have

-
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oRfdf+(lldhll2)/2=nSn which implies the assertion.

2.

write

o the

Let R be a planar Riemann surface and q, be as before. We
and
with the normalization of constant at q;

P=[

P0=.l

P0()=-l-t b-t-

., p()=-i +a+

..

These give the (generalized) slit functions on R. Namely, it is known
(cf. [5], [6], also [1]) that Po(P) maps R conformally onto a plane region
whose boundary consists of horizontal (vertical) slits respectively,
where slits may reduce to points, and that / =(Po/P)/2 (=+ / const)
is univalent on R. In this case, (2i)-[ /d/ gives the area o the
OR
complement of the image /(R) and Proposition 2 implies that
(3)
A=C-O/(R),
IAl=s,
where s=(b--a)/2 is the span of R at q() and [A[ stands for the 2dimensional Lebesgue measure of A. To prove the generalization of
Schiffer’s identities we consider the following integrals over a compact
set E( C) of positive measure;

_

-z

(-z)’
where the latter integral is the principal value. Then T(z) and S(z)
are holomorphic outside of E and T’(z)=S(z) there.
Theorem. Let R be a planar Riemann surface and R 0. Let

=

Po and P be the (generalized) horizontal and vertical slit functions of
R respectively and _=(Po--PI)/2, /--(Po+P)/2. Then the complement A of the image /(R) has positive measure and we have
(p)
(p) T
(4)
for every point p e R

(5)
S(z)=0
for every z e A
and S(z) can be represented, except for the points of 3A, as the Hilbert
transform of the characteristic function of A.
Proof. The span s o R is positive if and only if R e O (cf. [7]).
Hence IA]0 by (3). Note that A is compact. The iunction T(z) is
holomorphic in B=/(R) and T(z)=S(z) or z e B. Let ) be the
characteristic unction of A. Then for every z e B, S(z) can be expressed as the Hilbert transform SZ(z) o e L
(More generally,
the Hilbert transform Sf(z) for f e L has the integral representation
f()(-z)-dd or every z on an open set where f is HSlder
continuous. I owe to Pro. Mizohata or this matter.) Moreover,
since S is an isometry on L it ollows that

.

---.[.[

,
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-

Using (3) we know that the expansion

T(z)=sz
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o T(z) at o

is

o the form

+ const z-+.

Hence the composite unction g= T / is holomorphic on R and g()
=s+... in terms o local parameter at q. By Proposition 1, (6)
and (3)we have hence

and so IIdTll=21Al=2zs and IldO_ll=lldg I. The latter equality iraplies g--_ on account of Proposition I and g(q)=O_(q)=O, which
shows the relation (4). The former gives the equality in (6), so
IISZ]I()=0, hence we may asgume S(z)=0 for z e A. Since SZ(z)
the assertion (5)
has the integral representation S(z) or z
follows.

e,
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